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Abstract
We study the following algorithm synthesis question: given the description of a locally checkable
graph problem Π for paths or cycles, determine in which instances Π is solvable, determine what
is the locality of Π, and construct an asymptotically optimal distributed algorithm for solving Π
(in the usual LOCAL model of distributed computing). To answer such questions, we represent Π
as a nondeterministic finite automaton M over a unary alphabet, and identify polynomial-timecomputable properties of automaton M that capture the locality and solvability of problem Π.
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Introduction

Key Questions: Solvability and Locality. When we encounter a new graph problem Π that
we would like to solve in a distributed or parallel setting, there are three basic questions we
would like to answer:
1. Is Π always solvable, or at least solvable in all but finitely many counterexamples?
2. Is Π solvable locally: if I am a node in the middle of a large graph, can I choose my own
part of the solution based on the information in my own local neighborhood?
3. If Π is locally solvable, how do we find an efficient algorithm for solving it?
Locality is a powerful property: in many setting a problem can be solved efficiently if and only
if it is highly local. For the sake of concreteness, in this work we will discuss deterministic
distributed algorithms in the usual LOCAL model of computing, in which efficient solvability
is equivalent to locality, but we emphasize that our work has direct implications also in other
models of distributed computing (e.g. CONGEST) and also in models of parallel computing
(e.g. PRAM and MPC), especially for the upper bounds.
Focus and Prior Work. We will focus on LCL problems. These are graph problems in which
solutions are labelings of nodes and/or edges that can be verified locally: if a solution looks
feasible in all constant-radius neighborhoods, then it is also globally feasible [4]. Simple
examples of LCL problem are finding a proper 3-coloring and finding maximal independent
set of a given graph.
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Given the description of an LCL problem, ideally we would like to understand its solvability
and locality in a fully automatic fashion, and synthesize efficient distributed and parallel
algorithms for the problem, in the broadest possible setting. Unfortunately, in the case of
general graphs this is an undecidable problem [3, 4], and even if we only consider labeled
paths and cycles, the task is known to be at least PSPACE-hard [1]. On the other hand,
the distributed complexity of LCLs on unlabeled directed cycles (consistently oriented cycles)
has a simple graph-theoretic characterization [3]. In this work we seek to find the broadest
possible setting in which solvability and locality can be decided efficiently.
Contributions. We show how to automatically answer questions related to both solvability
and locality of any given LCL problem both in directed cycles and paths and in undirected
cycles and paths. We show that all such questions are not only decidable but they are in NP
or co-NP, and almost all such questions are in P, with the exception of a couple of specific
questions that are NP-complete or co-NP-complete. We give a uniform automata-theoretic
formalism that enables us to study such questions, leveraging prior work on automata theory.
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Automata Representation

Node-Edge-Checkable Formalism. There are many equivalent ways to represent LCL problems (e.g., listing all feasible constant-radius neighborhoods [4]), but the following formalism [2] is convenient for us: we interpret each edge as a pair of ports, and the task is to label
the ports, subject to constraints on nodes and edges. Note that one can easily use port labels
and node and edge constraints to encode e.g. vertex coloring and edge coloring, and indeed
the formalism is expressive enough to encode any LCL problem on paths and cycles, modulo
local preprocessing and postprocessing.
Formally, an LCL problem Π in the node-edge-checkable formalism is a tuple Π = (Γ, Cedge ,
Cnode , Cstart , Cend ) consisting of a finite set Γ of output labels, an edge constraint Cedge ⊆ Γ × Γ
(that captures feasible labelings of edges), a node constraint Cnode ⊆ Γ × Γ (that captures
feasible labelings of the internal nodes of cycles and paths), and start and end constraints
Cstart ⊆ Γ and Cend ⊆ Γ (that capture feasible labelings at the endpoints of paths). We
say that Π is symmetric if Cedge and Cnode are symmetric relations and Cstart = Cend ; such a
problem is well-defined also for undirected paths and cycles.
Automata Representation. We will represent a node-edge-checkable problem Π as a nondeterministic finite automaton MΠ over unary alphabet Σ = {o}. We identify the states of
an automaton with the edge constraints and the transitions with the node constraints. More
precisely, the set of states is Cedge , there is a transition from state ab to state cd whenever
bc ∈ Cnode , state ab ∈ Cedge is a starting state whenever a ∈ Cstart , and state ab ∈ Cedge is
an accepting state whenever b ∈ Cend . Note that there can be multiple starting states; the
automaton can choose the starting state nondeterministically.
Classification of States. We classify the states as follows; we say that state ab ∈ Cedge is:
Repeatable if there is a walk ab
ab in MΠ .
Flexible if for all sufficiently large k there is a walk ab
ab of length exactly k in MΠ .
Mirror-flexible if for all sufficiently large k there are walks ab
ab, ab
ba, ba
ab,
and ba
ba of length exactly k in MΠ .
A loop if there is a state transition ab → ab in MΠ .
A mirror-flexible loop if ab is both a mirror-flexible state and a loop.
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Table 1 Classification of LCL problems in cycles and paths into types A–K, and the implied
characteristics (solvability and locality) for each type.
Type definition:
· symmetric problem
· repeatable state
· flexible state
· loop
· mirror-flexible state
· mirror-flexible loop

A
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

B
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

C/D
yes/no
yes
yes
yes
no
no

E
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no

F/G
yes/no
yes
yes
no
no
no

H/I
yes/no
yes
no
no
no
no

J/K
yes/no
no
no
no
no
no

Number of instances:
· solvable cycles
· solvable paths
· unsolvable cycles
· unsolvable paths

∞
∞
0
<∞

∞
∞
0
<∞

∞
∞
0
<∞

∞
∞
<∞
<∞

∞
∞
<∞
<∞

∞
∞
∞
hard

0
<∞
∞
∞

Locality:
· directed cycles
· directed paths
· undirected cycles
· undirected paths

O(1)
O(1)
O(1)
O(1)

O(1)
O(1)
Θ(log∗ n)
Θ(log∗ n)

O(1)
O(1)
Θ(n)†
Θ(n)†

Θ(log∗ n)
Θ(log∗ n)
Θ(log∗ n)
Θ(log∗ n)

Θ(log∗ n)
Θ(log∗ n)
Θ(n)†
Θ(n)†

Θ(n)
Θ(n)
Θ(n)†
Θ(n)†

—
O(1)
—
O(1)†

†

= assuming a symmetric problem (otherwise it is not well-defined on undirected cycles and paths)
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Results

Our main result is the classification presented in Table 1. Given any LCL problem Π, we
can first construct the automaton MΠ , and determine if the problem is symmetric and if it
contains loops or repeatable, flexible, or mirror-flexible states. Based on these properties, we
can then use the table to classify the problem into types A–K. In the full version of this
work, we show that we can determine the type of any given problem in polynomial time.
Now once we know the type of the problem, we can use Table 1 to directly answer all
questions related to solvability and locality of Π in both undirected and directed cycles
and paths, with only one exception: the only case which cannot be efficiently answered is
deciding the number of unsolvable instances for problems of types H–I; we show that this
question is NP-complete. In the full version, we prove that the classification is correct, and
we show also how our work connects to prior work on the existence of synchronizing words
for nondeterministic automata.
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